Grade-control structures (GCS) are commonly used to protect fish habitat by preventing excessive river-bed degradation in mountain streams. However, flow over the GCS can cause localized scour immediately downstream of the weir. This paper aims to develop more accurate models for prediction of the maximum scour depth downstream of GCS, using a more extensive dataset and evolutionary gene expression programming (GEP). Three GEP models are developed relating maximum scour depth and various control variables. The developed models had the lowest error compared to available models. A parametric analysis is performed for further verification of the developed GEP model. The results indicate that the proposed relations are simple and can more accurately predict the scour depth downstream GCS.
not sufficient to yield reliable scour depths and that prediction errors can reach 300%.
Another major disadvantage in most of the previously developed GCS scour depth models is that they are based on regression analysis, which may not be able to capture the complex relationship between key factors. Machine learning techniques, including gene expression programming (GEP), however, have been recently used by many researchers for developing complex models as an efficient alternative to traditional regression and other machine learning methods (Sattar a, b, a Thus, this work aims to overcome many of the previous studies' shortcomings by collecting large-scale field scour data downstream GCS in Polish mountain streams that can complement the existing database of experimental and field measurements. Moreover, this study presents the novel application of GEP for development of a scour depth prediction model that is capable of predicting scour downstream structures with higher accuracy than previous regression-based models. In this study, we conducted field surveys of 17 scour holes downstream of GCS in two Polish streams to augment 248 existing experimental and field measurements from several published papers from studies around the globe to build a comprehensive database for model development using GEP. The control variables used as predictors include flow rate, GCS height and width, and bed material representative particle sizes. GEP is used to find optimum prediction models with the least error and the best fit. The prediction uncertainty of the developed GEP models is quantified and compared with those of existing equations, and a parametric analysis is performed for further verification of the developed GEP models.
MODELS FOR SCOUR DEPTH PREDICTION
Many historic studies used to predict the scour depth downstream GCS have used semi-analytical approaches; however, none of these models has proven to be sufficient for full description of the complex scour process and the related turbulent hydrodynamic factors. Bormann & Julien () analyzed the jet diffusion and corresponding sediment incipient motion and developed a model with a simple equation that predicted the maximum scour depth. Their model has been modified by Stein & Julien () to account for additional factors and provide more accurate predictions. Another similar model has been developed by Hoffmans () based on the jet momentum dynamic approach. Chen & Hong () performed complex analysis for the scour hole shape and proposed equations for maximum scour depth for uniform and graded sediment.
Another popular approach has been the development of empirical equations based on regression analysis using laboratory experimental and field survey data. Lenzi et al. (b) presented a summary of these historic models and highlighted major shortcomings, including insufficient representations for the complex scour process, dependency on various coefficients that are difficult to calculate, requirement for field calibration for model before application on a specific site, and presence of high degree of uncertainty in their results. One of the first empirical models for maximum scour depth downstream of GCS was developed by Mason & Arumugam () and suggested a general form for a scour equation as:
where a, b, c, d, e, f are exponents with different values (review of exponent values for different studies is available in Bormann & Julien ), k is a coefficient based on experimental results and a function of the tail water level, g is the gravitational acceleration, d s is the effective grain diameter and taken as d 90 , q is the unit discharge over the structure, U is the jet velocity across the structure, D g is the head drop according to the structure, and β is the jet angle at bed impact (see Figure 2 ). D'Agostino & Ferro () proposed regression-based models for estimating the maximum scour depth downstream GCS with the following form: are the 90-th and 50-th percent finer bed sediment diameters, and A 50 is a dimensionless number defined as:
where Q is the flow through the GCS, Δ is the sediment relative density.
Pagliara & Palermo () investigated the effect of the rock sills on scour geometry downstream GCS and carried out investigation to reach the following formula:
Laucelli & Giustolisi () presented several empirical models for scour prediction using evolutionary polynomial regression applied on field and laboratory measurements.
The following equations have been presented: 
Using the same non-dimensional parameters, Guven () utilized the non-linear regression in addition to parameter optimization to develop the following model:
where H t is the tail water depth downstream of the GCS.
Equations for scour depth prediction from Equations
(2)-(10) have some advantages over the equation form in Equation (1). They account for non-uniform bed sediment through the term d 90 =d 50 , and the 3D flow owing to channel contraction through the term b=B. Moreover, these equations can be used to predict scour depth even if it is larger than the structure height, which is a major limitation of Equation (1).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Site selection
Many rivers in Poland are regulated using dams, bed sills, and low-head GCSs. These structures lead to channel bed stabilization and prevent successive erosion, where a dynamic equilibrium forms between bed scouring and aggradation. In this study, a detailed field survey for 17 scour hole downstream GCS was carried on two mountainous streams in Poland during the period from 2009 to 2015. The Porę bianka River is 15.4 km long with a catchment area of 72 km 2 and the Poniczanka River is 10.2 km long with a catchment area of 10.3 km 2 , both located in the southern part of Poland in the Gorce Mountains ( Figure 3 ). These mountainous rivers begin at the Obidowa peak (1,000 m a.s.l.) and rapidly drop elevations to below 500 m a.s.l. at the outlet. Figure 5 ).
Grade-control structures
GEP for model development
The functional relationships between the scour depth and related parameters can be determined by regression analysis or machine learning methods (e.g., artificial neural networks (ANNs), GEP). Although ANNs are successfully used in hydrology and water resources models, many studies have proven that GEP can be useful in many hydraulic engineering applications (e.g., Guven 
).
As described in Sattar (a), GEP uses a random distribution of functions and terminals as chromosome genes to create 'parents'. The parent passes along its own genetic information to generate offspring. High-performing genetic operators (mutations and crossover) are used to yield offspring, which are adapted to the environment with greater fitness and with a higher chance of survival; the offspring is a better fit than the previously un-fit parent. The criterion of fitness of the offspring is evaluated based on its ability to achieve a value within a pre-determined error of the correct value of the function. This evolutionary strategy allows GEP to identify an optimal offspring, without preventing the evolution of the next generation. The fitness function of a program, f i , is defined in the following equation where the error used is the root relative squared error (RRSE).
Equation (11) is used to determine the root relative square error RRSE of an individual program i (i-the offspring).
where P (ij) is the value predicted by the program i for fitness case j, T j is the target value for fitness case j, T ¼ 1=n P n j¼1 T j , and n is the number of samples. The RRSE ranges from 0 to infinity, with zero corresponding to a perfect fit (ideal). Genetic mutations are the main essence of genetic evolution in GEP and can be described in seven forms (Ferreira ) . The GEP code developed by Radi & Poli () has been utilized in this study.
The following procedure was used to develop the GEP models: 1. An initial set of control variables is chosen as terminals for GEP.
2. The initial work environment is set for GEP by defining the chromosome architecture (number of genes, head size, functions) and mutation rates.
3. GEP randomly formulates the chromosomes of the parent program and implements genetic operators to yield many first-generation offspring.
4. GEP uses the fitness criteria to find the fittest offspring.
This offspring represents the solution to the problem in the first generation.
GEP considers the selected offspring the new parent and
implements genetic operators to yield many second-generation offspring.
6. GEP evolution continues per steps 3, 4, and 5 until the specified program fitness is met. The indicators are calculated by the following equations: 
Validation of developed GEP models
Once the final models have been chosen, their performance with the testing data subset can be used for model validation. In this study, validation measures (Sattar a, b) are adopted. Of the gradients of the regression line through the origin for the predicted versus observed values (k), or for the observed versus predicted values (k 0 ), at least one should be close to 1.
Additionally, the coefficient of determination for the regression lines through the origin m and n should be less than 0.1.
Moreover, the cross-validation coefficient R m should satisfy:
where the squared correlation coefficients through the origin between the predicted and observed values R 2 O and between the observed and predicted values R 02 O are calculated from:
Uncertainty analysis of GEP models 
According to Sattar (b) , the mean absolute deviation (MAD) can be used to measure uncertainty in physical science and can be calculated as:
The uncertainty analysis defines the individual prediction error as e j ¼ P j À T j . The calculated prediction errors for the entire dataset are used to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the prediction errors as e ¼ P n j¼1 e j and S e ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi P n j¼1 e j À e À Á 2 =n À 1 q , respectively. A negative mean value indicates that the prediction model underesti- were normalized to establish a basis of comparison:
where S n is the normalized sensitivity coefficient, E Ã ¼ the expected value of the perturbed parameter, and ∅ ¼ the (Table 1) for scour depth Table 2 presents the statistical parameters used in the study, which include maxima, minimum, average, and standard deviation. 
The equation above shows that the dimensionless scour downstream GCS depends on the GCS parameters b=z g , channel parameters H t =D g , b=B, and sediment non-uniform coefficient d 90 =d 50 . Three GEP-based models were developed using different combinations of the above predictive parameters, as shown in 
Developed GEP models
The best GEP models are obtained using the procedure specified in Sattar (c) with the optimal parameter settings shown in Table 4 . It is to be noted that the optimal GEP parameters for this study might not be the optimum for other problems depending on the complexity of the input data. The following GEP models for the prediction of scour downstream GCS had high scores and low prediction errors.
GEP-1 model can be written as: The Q-Q plot for the predicted versus the measured D m =z g for the three GEP models is shown in Figure 6 .
The 
Error analysis
Three different formulae for prediction of scour depth downstream large GCS have been developed. Table 5 shows the statistical measures of the developed GEP 
Validation tests
As discussed before, the performance of developed models on testing data subsets was used to evaluate the prediction capability of the developed GEP models. Table 6 shows the validation criteria used and corresponding model performance, as calculated from Equations (17)-(20). Models have to satisfy some or all of the validation criteria. The gradients of the regression line for the predicted versus observed scour was close to 1 and within the recommended ranges of 0.85 to 1.15. This was accompanied by good values for the coefficient of determination for the regression line with average values of À0.10. The condition of cross-validity was also satisfied for all developed models. This shows a good and accepted performance of the developed GEP models against test dataset.
Uncertainty analysis
The uncertainties in the predictions of the scour downstream large GCS are presented in Table 7 for the developed GEP models as well as the available empirical models. The uncertainty analysis is applied to the complete scour dataset used in this study. Table 7 shows the mean prediction errors of the various models, the width of the Figure 6 | Measured Dm=zg versus that predicted by the three GEP models for Train/Test data. 
Parametric analysis
In this section, a parametric analysis is performed on the developed GEP models to test their prediction behavior compared to the physics of the scour downstream GCS and how it is influenced by various input parameters.
Beside being simple models, the developed GEP models show a clear combination of parameters that give them an advantage over existing grey-box machine learning methods.
The average values of all parameters are used in prediction models and only one parameter (test parameter) is varied from a minimum value to a maximum value. Both the According to results in Table 9 , the parameter A 50 showed the highest influence on the scour depth with 58% influence on GEP-02 and GEP-03 models, and increased to 80% in the GEP-01 model. The impact is clearly shown in Figure 8 , where the increase in the term A 50 caused a similar increase in normalized scour depth for the three GEP models in addition to D'Agostino & Ferro () and
Guven () models. sediment concentrations. Following the A 50 parameter, the normalized GCS width was ranked the second most influential parameter on the scour depth, as shown in Table 9 .
The term b=z g appeared only in the GEP-03 model with influence value of 11%. The normalized scour depth increased with the increase in b=z g , as shown in Figure 8 for the GEP-03 model, which showed a similar trend to 
CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this paper was to develop more accurate models for prediction of the scour depth downstream of GCS to ensure safety and stability during flood flows. This is the first study of its kind to compile a comprehensive database of 265 scour depth measurements, consisting of both laboratory experiments and field surveys, to develop a more accurate model using GEP. The collected extensive dataset covers a wide range of the key factors influencing the scour process, including upstream water level, weir height, tail water level, and bed particle size distribution and particle density, therefore allowing the development of a superior model, compared to existing regression-based models, using GEP.
Selection criteria based on statistical measures and on external validation measures and the output of uncertainty analyses were used to select the best GEP models with the highest prediction accuracy and the least uncertainty.
The prediction errors and uncertainties associated with the developed GEP models were significantly smaller than those associated with all of the existing empirical models.
The Sensitivity analysis of the new GEP models revealed that the unit discharge has the highest influence on the scour depth, while the tail water depth and bed sediment size were found to have the least effect. The scour depth is directly proportional to the bed sediment gradation represented by the term d 90 =d 50 and indirectly proportional to H t =z g . The parameter A 50 has the highest influence on the scour depth followed by the normalized GCS width as the second most influential factor.
